6	THE   WORLD   OF   HESIOD
had shrunk in the knowledge even of epic poets to a collection
of romantic stories, intermingled with myth, and commonly
believed all to have taken place in a period of about three
generations. The period from Homer's time to our own,
including the whole history of human thought since Thales,
is to the probable age of man as two or three minutes'
drowsiness before full waking arc to the length of the night.
Nor will it suffice to account for Homer's wonderful
freshness by calling it barbaric. The world has known
many barbarians, but only one Homer ; and also Homer
has in him a refinement and delicacy of description and
feeling worthy of the best Minoan art.
We strike a more promising scent when we embark on
a comparative study of " heroic ages ", comparing Homeric
society with that depicted in sundry other epics of the Aryan-
speaking peoples and finding an astonishing resemblance—
the same military and chivalrous conventions, the same form
of state, the same richly adorned and swaggering poetic diction
—in the epics of Beowulf, of the Ulster cycle, of the Southern
Slavs; much that is reminiscent also in the Mahabkarata
or the prose sagas of the north. If none of these is the equal
of Homer, they arc cast in a similar mould.
What is surprising in Homer and marks him off from what
little we can learn of early post-Homeric Greeks is—next
to the sheer greatness of his genius—his emancipation. His
heroes are emancipated, for good and for ill, from almost
all restraints, human and divine. Socially, they arc
individualists. Land is freely transferred,1 The loyalty of
their warriors is individual likewise, the loyalty of hctairoi,
house-carls, to their master; it is not social and patriotic.2
And their religion, in so far as they have one, is humanistic.
The gods have become persons, with their own stories and
their own adventures; they may be angered by a personal
affront, but there are few traces of their giving any heed
1	Cf, pp. 110 ff,3 below.
2	So also in Beowulf, a hero fights for his lord rather than for his fellow*
tribesmen and the Shardana, within the early iron age  in the  eastern
Mediterranean, are perfectly willing to fight for Egyptian Pharaohs against
Shardana sea-raiders*

